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Abstract
Collective adaptive systems exhibit a particular notion of interaction where environmental conditions largely influence inter-
actions. Previously, we proposed a calculus, named AbC, to model and reason about CAS. The calculus proved to be effective
by naturally modelling essential CAS features. However, the question on the tradeoff between its expressiveness and its
efficiency, when implemented to program CAS applications, is to be answered. In this article, we propose an efficient and
distributed coordination infrastructure for AbC. We prove its correctness, and we evaluate its performance. The main novelty
of our approach is that AbC components are infrastructure agnostic. Thus the code of a component does not specify how
messages are routed in the infrastructure but rather what properties a target component must satisfy. We also developed a
Go API, named GoAt, and an Eclipse plugin to program in a high-level syntax which can be automatically used to generate
matching Go code. We showcase our development through a non-trivial case study.

Keywords Attribute-based interaction · Semantics · Process calculi · Programming API

1 Introduction

Collective adaptive systems (CAS) [20] consist of a large
number of components that interact anonymously, based on
their properties and on contextual data, and combine their
behaviours to achieve global goals. The boundaries of CAS
are fluid, and components may enter or leave the system at
any time. Components may also adapt to their environmental
conditions.

Most of the current communication models cannot nat-
urally model highly adaptive and loosely coupled systems
with fluid boundaries like CAS. They actually suffer from
limitations due to: lack of knowledge representation, e.g. π -
calculus [28] or rigid communication interfaces, e.g. CBS
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[31]. To mitigate the shortcomings of the current communi-
cation paradigms when dealing with CAS, we have proposed
a kernel calculus, named AbC [3,9], to program CAS inter-
actions. The idea is to permit the construction of formally
verifiable CAS systems by relying on a minimal set of inter-
action primitives. Such primitives provide a language-based
approach to programming and thus can be used to implement
different features andmechanisms.Clearly, this ismoredesir-
able when compared to self-organising algorithms [12,15]
that are developed for specific features.

AbC’s primitives are attribute-based [1,4] and abstract
from the underlying coordination infrastructure (i.e. they
are infrastructure agnostic). They rely on anonymous mul-
ticast communication where components interact based on
mutual interests. Message transmission is non-blocking,
while reception is not. Each component has a set of attributes
to represent its run-time status. Communication actions
(both send and receive) are decorated with predicates over
attributes that partners have to satisfy to make the interaction
possible. The interaction predicates are also parametrised
with local attribute values, andwhen values change, the inter-
action groups do implicitly change, introducingopportunistic
interactions.

Basing the interaction on run-time attribute values is
indeed a nice idea, but it needs to be supported by a middle-
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ware that provides efficient ways for distributing messages,
checking attribute values, and updating them. A typical
approach is to rely on a centralised broker that keeps track
of all components, intercepts every message and forwards
it to registered components. It is then the responsibility of
each component to decide whether to receive or discard the
message. This is the approach used in the Java-based imple-
mentation [2] of AbC. Clearly, any centralised solution may
not scale with CAS dynamics and thus becomes a bottle-
neck for performance. A distributed approach is definitely
preferable for large systems. However, distributed coordi-
nation infrastructures for managing the interaction are still
scarce and/or inefficient [34]. Also the correctness of their
overall behaviour is often not obvious.

One solution is to rely on existing protocols for total-
order broadcast to handle message exchange. However, these
protocols are mostly centralised [18] or rely on consensus
[34]. Centralised solutions have scalability and efficiency
issues, while consensus-based ones are not only inefficient
but also impossible in asynchronous systems where com-
ponents might fail [21]. Consensus algorithms also assume
that components know each other and can agree on a spe-
cific ordering. However, this contradicts the main design
principles of the AbC calculus where anonymity and ope-
nendedness are crucial factors. Since AbC components are
agnostic to the infrastructure, they cannot participate in
establishing a total ordering. Thus, we need an infrastruc-
ture that guarantees total ordering seamlessly.

In this article, we present a theoretical foundation of a
distributed coordination infrastructure for message exchange
and prove its correctness with respect to the original seman-
tics of AbC [9]. We also provide an actual implementation
of this infrastructure and evaluate its performance by means
of stochastic simulation. The infrastructure is implemented
in Google Go because we believe that Go is more appropri-
ate to deal with CAS due to its clean concurrency model. In
essence, we provide an attribute-based API for Go, named
GoAt, with the goal of using the AbC primitives to program
the interaction of CAS applications directly inGo. The actual
implementation of GoAt fully relies on the formal semantics
of AbC and is parametric with respect to the infrastructure
that mediates interactions. We provide a one-to-one corre-
spondence between theAbC primitives and the programming
constructs of GoAt. We also provide an Eclipse plugin for
GoAt to permit programming in a high-level syntax which
can be analysed via formal methods by relying on the oper-
ational semantics of AbC. This article is an extended and a
more refined version of the works presented in [6,7]. Here we
enhance the presentation, fix imprecisions, and provide the
proof details of the correctness of the proposed infrastructure.

The rest of this article is structured as follows: In Sect. 2,
we briefly review the AbC calculus. In Sect. 3, we give a full
formal account of a distributed coordination infrastructure

for AbC and its correctness. In Sect. 4, we present the GoAt
API and show how to program a distributed graph colouring
algorithm in GoAt and we briefly comment on the Eclipse
plugin. In Sect. 5, we provide a detailed performance evalu-
ation. Finally, in Sects. 6 and 7 we conclude the article and
survey-related works.

2 The AbC calculus

In this section, we briefly introduce the AbC calculus by
means of a running example. We give an intuition of how
to model a distributed variant of the well-known Graph
Colouring Problem [24] using AbC constructs. We render
the problem as a typical CAS scenario where a collective
of agents, executing the same code, collaborate to achieve a
system-level goal without any centralised control. The pre-
sentation is intended to be intuitive, and full details of the
syntax and the semantics of AbC can be found in [3,9]. The
example will be presented thoroughly in Sect. 4.3.

The problem consists of assigning a colour (an integer)
to each vertex in a graph while avoiding that two neighbours
get the same colour. The algorithm consists of a sequence of
rounds for colour selection. At the end of each round, at least
one vertex is assigned a colour. A vertex, with identity id,
uses messages of the form (“tr y", c, r) to inform its neigh-
bours that at round r it wants to select colour c and messages
of the form (“done", c, r) to communicate that it has chosen
colour c at the end of round r . At the beginning of a round,
each vertex selects a colour and sends a try-message to all of
its neighboursN. A vertex also collects try-messages from its
neighbours. The selected colour is assigned to a vertex only if
it has the greatest id among those that have selected the same
colour in that round. After the assignment, a done-message
(associated with the current round) is sent to neighbours.

AbC Syntax. A component, Γ :I P , is a process P associ-
ated with an attribute environment Γ , and an interface I . An
attribute environment Γ : A �→ V is a partial map from
attribute a ∈ A to values v ∈ V whereA ∩V = ∅. A value
could be a number, a name (string), a tuple, etc., An interface
I ⊆ A consists of a set of attributes that are exposed by a
component to control the interactionswith other components.
We will refer to the attributes in I as public attributes, and
to those in dom(Γ ) − I as private attributes. During inter-
action, a component exposes the environment Γ ↓ I which
represents the portion of the Γ that can be perceived by the
context. It can be obtained from the local Γ by limiting its
domain to the attributes in the interface I as defined below:

(Γ ↓ I )(a) =
{

Γ (a) a ∈ I
⊥ otherwise
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Components are composed with parallel operator C1‖C2.

C ::= Γ :I P | C1‖C2

Example (step 1/7): Each vertex is modelled in AbC as a
component of the form Ci = Γi :{id,N} PC . Public attributes
id and N are used to represent the vertex id and the set of
neighbours N , respectively. The overall system is defined
as the parallel composition of existing components (i.e.
C1‖C2‖, . . . , ‖Cn).

The attribute environment of a vertex Γi relies on the fol-
lowing attributes to control the behaviour of a vertex: The
attribute “round" stores the current round, while “used"
is a set registering the colours used by neighbours. The
attribute “counter" counts the number of messages collected
by a component, while “send" is used to enable/disable for-
warding of messages to neighbours. Attribute “assigned"
indicates if a vertex is assigned a colour while “colour" is a
colour proposal. These attributes initially have the following
values:
round = 0, used = ∅, send = tt, and assigned = ff.

Note that no global knowledge is required and new values
for these attributes can only be learnt by means of message
exchange among vertices. Also the fact that a vertex knows
its neighbours is example-dependent. Thanks to predicates,
fully anonymous interactions can be modelled in AbC. ��

The behaviour of an AbC process can be generated by the
following grammar:

P ::= 0 | α.U | 〈Π〉P | P1 + P2 | P1|P2 | K
U ::= [a := E]U | P

The process 0 denotes the inactive process; α.U denotes a
process that executes action α and (possibly) the attribute
updates in U and continues as P . Note that the attribute
updates [a := E]U are applied instantaneously with the
action preceding them. The attribute environment is thus
updated by setting the value of attribute a to the evalua-
tion of the expression E . The term 〈Π〉P is an awareness
process, it blocks the execution of process P until the predi-
cate Π evaluates to true; the processes P1 + P2, P1|P2, and
K are standard for nondeterminism, parallel composition,
and process definition, respectively. The parallel operator “|"
does not allow communication between P1 and P2 they can
only interleave, while the parallel operator “‖" at the compo-
nent level allows communication between components. The
expression this.b denotes the value of attribute b in the
current component.

Example (step 2/7): Process PC specifying the behaviour of
a vertex is now defined as the parallel composition of these
four processes: PC � F | T | D | A.

Process F forwards try-messages to neighbours, T han-
dles try-messages, D handles done-messages, and A is used
for assigning a final colour. ��

TheAbC communication actions ranged byα can be either
(Ẽ)@Π or Π(x̃). The construct (Ẽ)@Π denotes an output
action, it evaluates the sequence of expressions Ẽ under the
local attribute environment and then sends the result to the
components whose attributes satisfy the predicate Π . Fur-
thermore, Π(x̃) denotes an input action, it binds to sequence
x̃ the corresponding received values from components whose
communicated attributes or values satisfy Π .

Example (step 3/7):We further specify process F and a part
of process T .

F � 〈send ∧ ¬assigned〉
(“tr y",min{i /∈ this.used},this.round)@
(this.id ∈ N).[send := ff,

colour := min{i /∈ this.used}]F
T � ((x=“tr y") ∧ (this.id>id) ∧ (this.round = z))

(x, y, z).[counter := counter + 1]T + . . .

In process F , when the value of attribute send becomes
true, a new colour is selected, send is turned off, and a mes-
sage containing this colour and the current round is sent to all
the vertices having this.id as neighbour. The new colour is
the smallest colour that has not yet been selected by neigh-
bours, that is min{i /∈ this.used}. Remember that attribute
used is local and initially is empty and thus all colours are
available for a vertex initially. Furthermore, a vertexmayonly
update the value of used at run-time when it receives mes-
sages informing that a specific colour is selected. The guard
¬assigned is used to make sure that vertices with assigned
colours do not take part in the colour selection anymore.

Process T receives messages of the form (“tr y", c, r). If
r = this.round, then the received message was originated
by a vertex performing the same round of the algorithm. The
condition this.id > id means that the sender has an id
smaller than the id of the receiver. In this case, the mes-
sage is ignored (there is no conflict), simply the counter of
collected messages (this.counter) is incremented. Other
cases, not reported here, e.g. this.id < id, the received
colour is recorded to check the presence of conflicts.Note that
since the id of the sender is an interface attribute (i.e. id ∈ I ),
it is automatically added to themessage being communicated
and this is the reason why the receiver can predicate on the
identity of the sender. ��
AbC Semantics. The main semantics rules of AbC are
reported in Table 1. Rule Comp states that a component
evolves with (send Γ � Π(ṽ) or receive Γ � Π(ṽ), denoted
by λ) if its internal behaviour, denoted by the relation �→,
allows it. Rule fComp states that a component can discard
a message Γ � Π(ṽ) if its internal behaviour does not allow
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Table 1 AbC communication rules

the reception of this message by generating the discarding

label ˜Γ � Π(ṽ). Rule ComL states that if C1 evolves to C ′
1

by sending amessageΓ � Π(ṽ), then thismessage should be
delivered to C2 which evolves to C ′

2 as a result. Rule ComR
is the symmetric rule of ComL. Note that C2 can be also
a parallel composition of different components. Thus, rule
Sync states that multiple components can be delivered the
same message in a single transition.

The semantics of the parallel composition operator, in
rules ComL, ComR, and Sync in Table 1, abstracts from
the underlying coordination infrastructure that mediates the
interactions between components and thus the semantics
assumes atomic message exchange. This implies that no
component can evolve before the sent message is delivered
to all components executing in parallel. Individual compo-
nents are in charge of using or discarding incomingmessages.
Message transmission is non-blocking, but reception is not.
For instance, a component can still send a message even if
there is no receiver (i.e. all the target components discard
the message); a receive operation can, instead, only take
place through synchronisation with an available message.
However, if we want to use the attribute-based paradigm to
program the interactions of distributed applications, atomic-
ity and synchrony are neither efficient nor applicable.

The focus of this article is on providing an efficient
distributed coordination infrastructure that behaves in agree-
ment with the parallel composition operator of AbC. Thus in
Table 1, we only formalise the external behaviour of a com-
ponent, i.e. its ability to send and receive. We show in the
example below how interactions are derived based on inter-
nal behaviour.
Example (step 4/7): Consider the vertices C1,C2, and C3

where Γ2(N) = {3}, Γ3(N) = {1, 4}, and Γ3(id) = 3. Now
C1 sent a try message:

Γ1 :{1,{3}} PC {(id,1),(N,{3})}�(1∈N)(“tr y",3,5)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
C ′
1︷ ︸︸ ︷

Γ1[colour ← � 3, send ← � ff] :{1,{3}} P ′
C

We have that C2 discards this message because it is not
a neighbour Γ2 ↓ I �|� (1 ∈ N), i.e. 1 /∈ Γ2(N) because
Γ2(N) = {3}. Furthermore C3 accepts the message because
1 ∈ Γ3(N). The system evolves with rule ComL as follows:

C1‖C2‖C3
{(id,1),(N,{3})}�(1∈N)(“tr y",3,5)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C ′

1‖C2‖C ′
3

��

3 A distributed coordination infrastructure

In this section, we consider a tree-based coordination infras-
tructure that we have also implemented in Google Go. This
infrastructure is introduced to behave in agreement with
the parallel composition operator of AbC while allowing
components to execute asynchronously. Our approach con-
sists of labelling each message with an id that is uniquely
identified at the infrastructure level. Components execute
asynchronously, while the semantics of the parallel composi-
tion operator is preserved by relying on the unique identities
of exchanged messages. In essence, if a component wants to
send a message, it sends a request to the infrastructure for a
fresh id. The infrastructure replies back with a fresh id, and
then the component sends a data (the actual) message with
the received id. A component receives a data message only
when the difference between the incoming data message id
and the id of the last received data message equals 1. Oth-
erwise, the data message is added to the component waiting
queue until the condition is satisfied.

In this article, we give a full formal account of the tree
infrastructure and also investigate its correctnesswith respect
to the semantics of the parallel composition operator of AbC.
Further details regarding other alternatives can be found in
[7]. For the sake of completeness, we will briefly describe
these infrastructures. The reason of our focus on the tree
infrastructure is because that the tree is more efficient and
theoretically more challenging.
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3.1 Cluster-based infrastructure

An example of a cluster infrastructure is reported in Fig. 1a.
It is composed of a set of server nodes S, sharing a counter
ctr for sequencing messages and one input FIFO queue I
to store messages sent by any component C . Cluster nodes
can have exclusive locks on both the cluster’s counter and
the queue. Components register directly to the cluster (i.e.
their addresses are registered in D) and send messages to be
added to the input FIFO queue. When a server node retrieves
a request from the cluster queue, it replies to the requester
with the value of the cluster counter. By doing so, the cluster
counter is incremented. If a server retrieves a data message, it
forwards the message to all components in the cluster except
for the sender.

3.2 Ring-based infrastructure

An example of a ring infrastructure is reported in Fig. 1c. It
is composed of a set of server nodes S, organised in a logi-
cal ring and sharing a counter ctr for sequencing messages
coming from components. Each node manages a group of
components (i.e. unlike cluster nodes, each ring node has
a dedicated registration queue D) and can have exclusive
locks to the ring counter. When a request message arrives
to a node from one of its components, the node acquires a
lock on the ring counter, copies it current value, releases it
after incrementing it by 1, and finally sends a reply, carrying
a fresh id, to the requester. Data messages are directly added
to the node’s waiting queue and will be only forwarded to
the node’s components and to the neighbour node when all
previous messages (i.e. with a smaller id) are received.

3.3 A tree-based infrastructure

An example of a tree infrastructure is reported in Fig 1c. It
is composed of a set of servers S, organised in a logical tree.
A component C can be connected to one server (its parent)
in the tree and can interact with others in any part of the tree
by only dealing with its parent. When a component wants
to send a message, it asks for a fresh id from its parent. If
the parent is the root of the tree, it replies with a fresh id;
otherwise, it forwards the message to its own parent in the
tree. Only the root of the tree can sequence messages. As the
case with the ring, each tree node has a registration queue D
and is responsible for only a group of components.

We would like to mention that our results in this article
do not consider reliability of the communication infrastruc-
tures. We only focus on the efficiency and the correctness of
coordination, andwe leave the reliability issue open for future
work.We strongly believe that standard approaches that con-
sider replication of server nodes can be used to guarantee the
overall reliability of the considered infrastructures. However,

an interesting direction would be to consider infrastructures
that adapt to failure and reconfigure themselves to maintain
their reliability, see [8,11].

In the following, we provide a full formal account of the
tree infrastructure.

3.4 Preliminary notations and definitions

We report the required set of notations and definitions we
use to formalise the semantics of the tree infrastructure. Fur-
thermore we define a general definition of an infrastructure
component. The idea is to keep the infrastructure compo-
nent totally decoupled from the type of the infrastructure it
is connected to. This way the behaviour of a component will
be totally independent from the one of the infrastructure.

We use the following definition of a Configuration to
provide a compact semantics. For clarity, we postfix the con-
figuration of a component, an infrastructure, and a serverwith
the letters a, n, and s, respectively.

Definition 1 (Configuration) A configuration C, is a set of
the form C = 〈c1, . . . , cn〉. The symbol ‘…’ is formally
regarded as a meta-variable ranging over unmentioned ele-
ments of the configuration. The explicit ‘…’ is obligatory,
and ensures that unmentioned elements of a configuration are
never excluded, but they do not play any role in the current
context. Different occurrences of ‘…’ in the same context
stand for the same set of unmentioned elements. This defini-
tion is borrowed from Peter Mosses’ style of defining labels
in modular structure operational semantics [29].

We use the reduction relation∼∼� ⊆ Cfig×Lab×Cfig to
define the semantics of a configuration where Cfig denotes
the set of configurations, Lab denotes the set of reduction
labels which can be a message m, a silent transition τ , or an
empty label, and ∼∼�∗ denotes the transitive closure of ∼∼�.
Moreover, we will use the following notations:

– We have two kinds of messages, an AbC message ‘msg’
(i.e. Γ � Π(ṽ)) and an infrastructure message ‘m’; the
latter can be of three different templates: (i) request {‘Q’,
route, dest}, (ii) reply {‘R’, id, route, dest}, and (iii) data {‘D’, id, src,

dest, msg}. The route field in a request or a reply message
is a linked list containing the addresses of the nodes that
the message traversed.

– The notation
?= denotes a template matching.

– The notation T [ f ] denotes the value of the element f in
T .

– The notation m ::W denotes a queue with message m on
top of it.

We also use these operations: L.get() returns the ele-
ment at the front of a list/queue, while L ← � m returns the
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list/queue resulting from addingm to the back of L , and L\x
removes x from L and returns the rest.

3.5 Infrastructure component

We formally define a general infrastructure component and
its external behaviour. In the following sections, we proceed
by formally defining the tree infrastructure and its behaviour.

Definition 2 (Infrastructure component) An infrastructure
component, a, is defined by the configuration: a = 〈addr ,
nid, mid, on,W,X ,G〉 where addr refers to its address,
nid (initially 0) refers to the id of the next data message to
be received, mid (initially −1) refers to the id of the most
recent reply, on (initially 0) indicates whether a request mes-
sage can be sent. W is a priority waiting queue where the
top of W is the data message with the least id, and X refers
to the address of the parent server. Furthermore, G ranges
over Γ :I P and [Γ :I P] where [Γ :I P] indicates an AbC
component in an intermediate state.

The intermediate state, in Definition 2, is important to
allow co-located processes (running in the same compo-
nent) to interleave their behaviours without compromising
the semantics, i.e. [Γ :I P1|P2] where P1 is waiting an id to
send and P2 is willing to receive. Here P2 can only receive a
message if it was able to do so before the intermediate state
as we will explain later.

The semantics of an infrastructure component is reported
in Table 2. Rule Out states that if the AbC component
Γ :I P encapsulated inside an infrastructure component is

able to send a message Γ :I P Γ ′�Π(ṽ)−−−−−→ Γ ′′ :I P ′, the flag
on is set to 1 and Γ :I P goes into an intermediate state
[Γ :I P]. Rule Med states that an intermediate state com-
ponent can only receive a message Γ � Π(ṽ) if it was able
to receive it before the intermediate state. Rule Req states
that a component sends a request, to the parent server, only
if on == 1. In this case, it adds its address to the route
of the message and resets on to 0. Rule RcvR states that
a component receives a reply if the destination field of the
reply matches its address; after that mid gets the value of
the id received in the reply. Rule Snd states that a compo-
nent Γ :I P can send a message Γ ′ � Π(ṽ) and evolves to
Γ ′′ :I P ′ only if nid == mid; this implies that a fresh id is
received (mid �= −1) and all messages with m[id] < mid
have been already received. By doing so, an infrastructure
data message, with msg field equal to Γ � Π(ṽ), is sent, nid
is incremented, and mid is reset. Rule RcvD states that a
component receives a data message from the infrastructure
if m[id] ≥ nid; this is important to avoid duplicate mes-
sages. The message is then added to the priority queue, W .
Finally, rule Hnd states that when the id of the message on
top of W matches nid, component G is allowed to receive
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Table 2 The semantics of a component

that message; as a result, nid is incremented by 1 and thus
m is removed.

Example (step 5/7): As the semantics suggests, an infras-
tructure component is an encapsulation of anAbC component
and thus these details are hidden from the programmer.
In other words, the programmer can create an infrastruc-
ture component (Definition 2 ) for our example in Sect. 2
by only specifying the address X of the parent server,
substituting a vertex component Γi :{id,N} PC in place
of G and set other parts to their initial values as fol-
lows:

a = 〈addr , nid = 0,mid = −1, on = 0,W = {},X =
“some address", Γi :{id,N} PC 〉

Note that in a real application a DHCP server automati-
cally assigns a unique address addr to a component when
executed. We will discuss these implementation details in
Sect. 4.

3.6 A formal definition of the tree infrastructure

In this section,we formally define the structure of the tree and
its semantics. Furthermore we provide a proof of correctness
of its behaviour with respect to the semantics of the parallel
composition operator of AbC.

Definition 3 (Tree server) A tree server s is a configuration:
s = 〈addr , ctr , nid, D, M, I, W, X 〉 where ctr is
a counter to generate fresh ids, D is a set containing the
addresses of the server’s children which include connected

components and servers,M is a multicast set (initiallyM =
D), and I is a FIFO input queue. The rest are defined as
before.

Definition 4 (Tree infrastructure) A tree infrastructure N is
defined by the configuration: N = 〈S,A〉 where S denotes
the set of servers andA denotes the set of connected compo-
nents such that:

– ∀s1, s2 ∈ S, we say that s1 is a direct child of s2, written
s1 ≺ s2, if and only if s1[X ] = s2[addr ]; ≺+ denotes
the transitive closure of ≺.

– ∀s ∈ S, we have that s ⊀

+ s.
– The root: ∃s ∈ S such that for any s′ ∈ (S\{s}), s′ ≺+ s
and we have that:

– s′[nid] ≤ s[ctr ].
– For any message m ∈ s′[W] we have that m[id] ≤
s[ctr ].

– A root is unique: if s, s′ ∈ S and s[X ] = s′[X ] = ⊥
then we have that s = s′.

– ∀s ∈ S and for each message m ∈ s[W], we have that
m[id] ≥ s[nid].

The semantics rules of a tree infrastructure are reported
in Table 3. The rules (s ↔ s) and (s ↔ a) state that a tree
evolves when a message m is exchanged either between two
of its servers (s1 and s2) or between a server and a component,
respectively. Furthermore, the rules (s) and (a) state that a
tree evolves when one of its servers or one of its connected
components evolves independently.
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Table 3 Tree infrastructure semantics

Table 4 Tree server semantics

The semantics rules of a tree server are defined by the rules
in Table 4. Rule In states that a server receives a message m
and adds it to the back of its input queue (I ← � m) if the
destination field of m matches its own address addr . Rule
Reply states that if a root server gets a request from the front
of its input queue m :: I ′, it sends a reply to the requester
by getting its address from the route of the message x =
route.get(). The id of the reply is assigned the value of the
root’s counter ctr . By doing so, the counter is incremented.

On the other hand, a non-root server adds its address to the
message’s route and forwards it to its parent as stated by
rule qFwd. Rule rFwd instead is used for forwarding reply
messages. RulewIn states that if a server gets a data message
from its input queue I and it is the root or its parent is the
source of the message (i.e. X == addr ′ ∨ X == ⊥), the
server evolves silently and themessage is added to its waiting
queue. If the condition (X == addr ′ ∨ X == ⊥) does not
hold, the message is also forwarded to the parent as stated by
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rulewNxt. Furthermore, ruledFwd states thatwhen the id of
the message on top ofW matches nid (i.e. m[id] == nid),
the server starts forwarding m to its children one by one
except for the sender. Note that this rule can be applied many
times as long as the multicast setM contains more than one
element, i.e. |M| > 1. Once M has only one element, rule
eFwd is applied to forward the message to the last address in
M. As a result, nid is incremented, m is removed from W ,
and the multicast setM is reset to its initial value. Note that
rule nFwd handles the case when M has only the address
of the sender. Thus the message is discarded as the sender
cannot receive its own message.
Correctness. Since there is a single sequencer in the tree,
i.e. the root, two messages can never have the same id. We
only need the following results to ensure that the tree behaves
in agreement with the AbC parallel composition operator. In
essence, Proposition 2 ensures that if any component in the
tree sends a request for a fresh id, it will get it. Proposition 4
ensures that any two components in the tree with different
nid will converge to the same one. However, to prove Propo-
sition 4, we need to prove Lemma 1 and Proposition 3 which
guarantee the same results among tree’ servers. This implies
that messages are delivered to all components. Proposition 5
instead ensures that no message stays in the waiting queue
indefinitely.

Proposition 1 For each pair of nodes s1, s2 ∈ N [S], if s1
sends a request to s2, then eventually s2 will send a reply to
s1.

Proof The proof proceeds by induction on the level of s2 in
the tree, L(s2).

– Base case: L(s2) = 0, this implies that node s2 is the
root of the tree (i.e. s1[X ] = s2[addr ]). By Table 4, rule
qFwd, when s1 gets a request from its input queue, it adds
its address to the route of the message and forwards it to
its next node, in this case and by Table 4, rule In, s2 adds
the request to its input queue. The overall infrastructure
evolves by applying rule s ↔ s, Table 3. The tree N
evolves by multiple applications of the rules in Table 3
until s2 gets the request from its input queue. It labels it
with a fresh id and sends a reply back to the requester by
applying ruleReply and s1 receives the reply by applying
rule In, Table 4. So we have thatN ∼∼�∗N ′ we have that
s2 will eventually send a reply back to s1.

– Inductive hypothesis: L(s2) ≤ k, if s1 sends a request to
s2, then s2 will eventually reply to s1.

– Inductive step: Now it is sufficient to prove the claim
for s2, where L(s2) = k + 1. By Table 4, rule qFwd,
when s1 gets a request from its input queue, it adds its
address to the route of the message and forwards it to s2.
We have that according to Table 3N ∼∼�∗N ′ and s2 can
also forward the request to its next node, say s′ where

L(s′) = k, by Table 4, rule qFwd. By the induction
hypothesis, we have that s′ will eventually send a reply
to s2 since the claim holds for level k. When the reply
arrives to s2, it will send it to s1 by applying rule rFwd
as required.

��
Proposition 2 For any component, with address addr and a
parentX , connected to a tree infrastructureN , we have that
if

〈addr , on,X , . . .〉a
{‘Q’,{addr},X }

∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼� 〈addr , 0,X , . . .〉a

then N ∼∼�∗N ′ and

〈addr ,mid, . . .〉a
{‘R’,id,{},addr}
∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼� 〈addr , id, . . .〉a

Proof A component a1 can send a request by applying rule
Req, Table 2 and its node, say s1, can receive it by applying
rule In, Table 4 and adds it to its input queue. The tree evolves
with rule s ↔ a, Table 3. By relying on Proposition 1 and
N ∼∼�∗N ′, s1 will send a reply back to a1 by applying either
rule Reply or rFwd, Table 4. On the other hand, a1 will
receive the reply by applying rule RcvR and the tree evolves
with rule s ↔ a, Table 3 as required. ��

To prove Proposition 3, we need first to prove the fol-
lowing lemma. This lemma ensures that adjacent nodes will
eventually converge to the same nid. In other words, a node
must forward the removed data message from its queue to
all immediate neighbours (i.e. tree nodes in its D) before
incrementing its nid.

Lemma 1 For every two tree nodes s1 and s2 and a tree-based
infrastructure N such that s1, s2 ∈ N [S], we have that:

– If s1 ≺ s2 ∧ s1[nid] < s2[nid] then N ∼∼�∗N ′ and
s1[nid] = s2[nid].

– If s2 ≺ s1 ∧ s1[nid] < s2[nid] then N ∼∼�∗N ′ and
s1[nid] = s2[nid].

Proof The proof proceed by induction on the difference
between s2[nid] and s1[nid]. We only prove the first state-
ment as the second one is analogous.

– Base case, s2[nid] − s1[nid] = 1: From Table 4, rule
eFwd, nid is only incremented after message m, where
m[id] = s2[nid] − 1, is forwarded to the last child inD.
It can also be incremented when themessage is discarded
by rule nFwd to avoid sending the message back to the
sender. But s1 ≺ s2, so we know that s1 already received
m and addedm to its input queue by rule In. ThusN ∼∼�
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∗N ′ and finally m moves from the input queue to the
waiting queue i.e. s1[W] = m :: q by either rule wIn or
rulewNxt. Note that this is a priority queue that sorts its
messages according to their identities. Since s2[nid] −
s1[nid] = 1, we have that s2[nid] − 1 = s1[nid] =
m[id]. This means that m is ordered with respect to s1.
By multiple applications of rule dFwd and followed by
one application of rule eFwd and/or nFwd, Table 4 to
forwardm to children, we have that s1[nid] = s1[nid]+
1 = s2[nid] as required.

– Inductive hypothesis: s2[nid] − s1[nid] ≤ k given that
s1 ≺ s2, then N ∼∼�∗N ′ and s1[nid] = s2[nid].

– Inductive step: Now it is sufficient to prove the claim for
s1 and s2 such that s2[nid] − s1[nid] = k + 1.
From Table 4, rules eFwd and nFwd, we know that mes-
sage m, where m[id] = s2[nid] − 1, has been already
forwarded to children in D and/or to next node by rule
wNxt and s1 already receivedm and addedm to its input
queue.We have thatN ∼∼�∗N ′ and finallym moves from
the input queue to the waiting queue by either rule wIn
or rule wNxt. Since s2[nid] − s1[nid] = k + 1 then
m[id] − s1[nid] = k. This means that k-messages from
s2 already exist in the queue of s1 and need to be pro-
cessed first and then after m can be processed. By the
induction hypothesis, N ∼∼�∗N ′ and s1[nid] = s2[nid]
where s2[nid]− s1[nid] ≤ k. So we have that s1[nid] =
s1[nid] + k, but m[id] − s1[nid] = k. This implies that
m[id] = s1[nid], i.e. message m is ordered with respect
to s1. Now again by Table 4, multiple applications of rule
dFwd followed by one application of rule eFwd and/or
nFwd,N ′ ∼∼�∗N ′′, s1[nid] = s1[nid]+1 = s2[nid] =
s1[nid] + k + 1 and s2[nid] = s1[nid] as required. ��

Proposition 3 Let s1 and s2 be two tree nodes and N be
a tree-based infrastructure, ∀s1, s2 ∈ N [S] ∧ s1[nid] <

s2[nid], we have that N ∼∼�∗N ′ and s1[nid] = s2[nid].
Proof The proof proceeds by case analysis on s ≺+ s′. Since
the topology of the infrastructure is tree based, we have three
cases.

– Case 1, s1 ≺+ s2: This case can be proved by induction
on the distance, d(s1, s2), between s1 and s2 in the tree.
Function d(s1, s2) is defined inductively as follows:

d(s1, s2) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0, for s1 ≺ s2 or s2 ≺ s1
1 + d(t ′, s2), for s1 ≺+ s2 where s1 ≺ t ′

1 + d(s1, t ′), for s2 ≺+ s1 where s2 ≺ t ′

– Base case, d(s1, s2) = 0: directly from Lemma 1.
– Inductive hypothesis:
Suppose that ∀s1,s2 ∈ N [S]:d(s1,s2)≤k where k>0
and given s1[nid]<s2[nid], we have that N ∼∼�
∗N ′ ands1[nid]=s2[nid].

– Inductive step: Now it is sufficient to prove the claim
for s1 and s2 where d(s1, s2) = k + 1.
From Lemma 1, for s2 at distance k + 1 from s1 and
s3 at distance k from s1, i.e. s1 ≺+ s3 ≺ s2, we
have that N ∼∼�∗N ′ and s3[nid] = s2[nid]. But
d(s1, s3) = k, so by the induction hypothesis we have
thatN ′ ∼∼�∗N ′′ and s1[nid] = s3[nid] = s2[nid] as
required.

– Case 2, s2 ≺+ s1: is analogous to the previous case.
– Case 3, ∃s3 : s1 ≺+ s3∧ s2 ≺+ s3: we have several cases,
but here we only consider one case and the others follow
in a similar way. If s1[nid] > s3[nid] < s2[nid], we first
take s3 and s2 and by Case 2, we have thatN ∼∼�∗N ′ and
s3[nid] = s2[nid] > s1[nid]. Now for s1 and s3 and by
Case 1, we have thatN ′ ∼∼�∗N ′′ and s1[nid] = s2[nid]
as required. ��

Proposition 4 Given any two components a1 and a2 in a tree
infrastructure N such that a1[nid] < a2[nid], we have that
N ∼∼�∗N ′ and a1[nid] = a2[nid].

Proof The proof follows directly by Proposition 3 and the
semantics rules in Tables 2 and 3. ��

Proposition 5 Given a tree infrastructure N = 〈S,A〉, for
any c ∈ S ∪ A where c[W] = m :: W ′, we have that
N ∼∼�∗N ′ and c[W] = W ′++W ′′ where++ returns a priority
queue composed by the sub-queues W ′ and W ′′.

Proof The proof follows from Propositions 2, 3 and 4, and
by induction on the difference between c[nid] and m[id]. ��

Proposition 5 states that a messagem on top of the waiting
queue W of a component cannot stay forever as the infras-
tructureN evolves. The component processesm and removes
it from W during the infrastructure evolution. While doing
so, other messages (represented by a sub-queue W ′′) may
arrive to the end of W .

4 A go attribute-based interaction API

GoAt1 is a distributed programming API for supporting
attribute-based interaction directly in Google Go. Go is a
new programming language, developed by Google to handle
the complexities of networked systems and massive compu-
tation clusters, and to make working in these environments
more productive. It supports concurrency and inter-process
communication through a compact set of powerful primitives
and lightweight processes, called goroutines.

1 https://giulio-garbi.github.io/goat/.
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As opposed to Java, Go provides an intuitive and light
weight concurrency model with a well-understood seman-
tics. It extends the CSPmodel [23] withmobility by allowing
channel-passing, like in π -calculus [28]. However, channel-
passing inGo is possible only locally between goroutines. Go
also supports buffered channels with a finite size. When the
buffer size is 0, goroutines block execution and can only com-
municate by means of synchronisation. Otherwise, channels
behave like mailboxes in Erlang which is, however, actor-
based [5], and for interaction, it relies on identities rather
than on channels. Note that such concurrency features of
Go can be mimicked with the core.async concurrency
library of Clojure. However, the main difference is that con-
currency in Go is an actual ingredient of the language rather
than an integrated library. Also note that Clojure way of deal-
ing with concurrency is similar to the one of Java and thus
without the core.async library, concurrent programming
in Clojure is not an ideal choice. On the other hand, Clojure is
less verbose and has a clean typing systemwhen compared to
Go. Thus using Clojure with the core.async library pro-
vides an elegant and clean environment to write concurrent
programs. Another candidate would be using the Akka con-
currency library inScala.Akkahandles concurrencybasedon
the Actor model as the case of Erlang. However, being inte-
grated in a rich and functional language like Scala, it unlocks
the reuse of Scala internal DSL features and easily supports
interoperability of Java and other JVM-based languages.

All of these alternatives have their pros and cons, and it
would be interesting as a future work to find out what class
of applications each one of them handles the best. However,
since this is out of the scope of this article, we only focus on
the Go language. We believe that the generality, efficiency
and the clean concurrency model of Go make it an appro-
priate language for programming CAS. Thus, we integrated
attribute-based interaction inGovia thedistributed GoAtAPI
to move the mobility of Go concurrency to the next level.

In what follows, we present the actual implementation of
the distributed coordination infrastructures inGoogle Go and
present the syntax of the GoAt API.

4.1 A Go implementation of infrastructures

In this section, we consider a Go implementation of three
distributed coordination infrastructures for managing mes-
sage exchange of the GoAtAPI. These infrastructures model
faithfully the parallel composition operator of the AbC cal-
culus.

The projection of a GoAt system with respect to a spe-
cific component is reported in Fig. 2. It mainly consists of
three parts: (i) component, (ii) agent, and (iii) infrastructure.
The agent provides a standard interface between a GoAt
component and the underlying coordination infrastructure
and mediates message exchange between them. Actually, the

Fig. 2 A Component interface to a GoAt system

agent hides the details of the infrastructure from a compo-
nent. An agent can be seen as a piece of software that handles
the interaction between a component and the infrastructure
server connected to it. A component registers to a server in
the infrastructure by creating a dedicated agent through a
registration address to handle their interactions.

In what follows, we provide a brief description of the
implementation and of the dynamics of our distributed coor-
dination infrastructures.

The Component. As reported in Fig. 2, a GoAt compo-
nent consists of a behavioural part represented by its running
processes and an interface (its agent) to deal with the infras-
tructure’s server connected to it. The interface consists of
three entities: the Input handler, the Msg dispatcher, and the
Msg ID handler.

The Input handler is used to collect all incoming mes-
sages from the infrastructure’s server and to forward reply
messages to the Msg ID handler.

TheMsg dispatcher stores a message in the waiting queue
of the component until allmessageswith smaller id have been
sent/delivered. Once this condition is satisfied, the Msg dis-
patcher forwards the message to a process; if the process
accepts, the message is considered as delivered; otherwise,
the Msg dispatcher tries with another process. The proce-
dure continues until either the message is accepted by some
process or all processes have rejected it. In both cases, the
message is considered as delivered and the new id is notified
to the Msg ID handler which updates the id of the next mes-
sage to receive. It is important to note that any change to the
attributes during the decision of accepting or rejecting the
message can be only committed if the message is accepted;
otherwise, it will be rolled-back.

The Msg ID handler deals with requests of processes
wanting to send a message, and provides them with fresh
ids. The handler forwards the request to the infrastructure’s
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server. While the process is waiting to send its message,
dispatched messages are added to the waiting queue of the
component. Once a reply message with a fresh id is received,
the Msg ID handler forwards it to the process only when all
messages with smaller id have been processed. The process
can now manipulate the attributes environment and send a
new message to the Msg ID handler which will forward it
to the infrastructure’s agent. All attribute updates are com-
mitted, and the msg dispatcher is notified about the new
id.

The Coordination Infrastructures. These infrastructures
are responsible for forwarding messages to components and
also for issuing freshmessage ids. Each kind of infrastructure
consists of a set of server nodes that are logically connected
in a specific way and collaborate to deliver sent messages
to all connected components except for the sender. The
implementation details of each infrastructure are reported
below:

– The Cluster Infrastructure It consists of a registration
node and a set of servers sharing a counter node and
an input queue. A GoAt component needs to register
itself to the cluster. The component contacts the regis-
tration node which will forward its network address to
all cluster’ servers. The component forwards its mes-
sages to the input queue of the cluster. A cluster server
gets a message from the input queue which acts as
a synchronisation point. If the message is a request
for a fresh id, the server asks for a fresh id from the
counter node and sends a reply back to the requester;
otherwise, the message is forwarded to all components
connected to the cluster except for the sender. This
kind of infrastructure is a straightforward generalisa-
tion of a centralised implementation where only a single
server is responsible for forwarding and sequencingmes-
sages.

– The Ring Infrastructure It consists of a registration node
and a set of servers sharing a counter node. Upon reg-
istration, a component is only registered to one server
(a parent) in the ring. This server will be the only inter-
face for the component to interact with the infrastructure.
The fact that components are assigned to specific servers
allows us to reuse the same TCP connection. This would
avoid unnecessary delays caused by re-establishing the
connection every time a message is exchanged. A com-
ponent forwards its messages to the input queue of its
parent server. A ring server gets a message from its input
queue: if it is a request message, the server asks for a
fresh id from the counter node and sends a reply back
to the requester; otherwise, the message is forwarded to
all components directly connected to this server except
for the sender. The message is also forwarded to its
neighbour in the ring. When a server receives a mes-

sage from its neighbour, it will accept the message only
when its id is greater than the id of the last message
processed at this server; otherwise, the message is dis-
carded.

– The Tree Infrastructure. The tree infrastructure consists
of a registration node and a set of servers organised in
a logical tree. The registration node handles the con-
struction of the infrastructure and the registration of
components. When a component registers to the infras-
tructure through its agent, the registration node associates
the agent to a specific server by assigning it communica-
tion ports to manage interaction with the selected server.
The root of the tree is the only server that is responsible
for generating sequence numbers. Each server is respon-
sible for a group of agents and has its own input queue.
The agent forwards its component messages to the input
queue of its parent server. The server gets a message
from its input queue: if it is a request message and the
server is the root of the tree, the server assigns it a fresh
id and sends a reply back to the requester; otherwise,
the server forwards the message to its parent until the
message reaches the root. Every time a request message
traverses a server, it records its address in a linked list to
help trace back the reply to the original requester with
a minimal number of messages. If the server receives
a reply message, it will forward it to the address on
top of the message’s linked list storing the path. As a
consequence, this address is removed from the linked
list. Finally, when a data message is received, it is for-
warded to all connected agents and servers except for the
sender.

In what follows, we briefly introduce the programming
constructs of the GoAt API and show how they relate to the
AbC primitives.

4.2 The programming interface

The main programming constructs of the GoAt API are
reported in Fig. 3.

A component is the main building block of a GoAt sys-
tem; each component contains a set of processes, defining its
behaviour, and a set of attributes, defining its run-time status
and contextual data. A GoAt system consists of a collection
of GoAt components. Components execute in parallel and
exchange messages only through message passing. In Fig. 3,
Part 1, we show how to define a GoAt component, connect
it to an infrastructure, and manipulate its attribute values.
The method NewComponent(Agent,Environment) takes
an agent which is created based on the registration address of
an infrastructure Addr. It also takes an attribute environment
Environment and creates a GoAt component. Components
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Part 1: Initialization

1 Component:=goat.NewComponent(Agent,Environment)
2
3 Agent := goat.NewTreeAgent(Addr)
4
5 Environment := map[string]interface{}
6
7 Comp(Attribute)
8
9 Set(Attribute, Value)

Part 2: Behaviour

1 goat.NewProcess(Component).Run(proc ∗goat.Process)

Part 3: Process declaration

1 func(proc ∗goat.Process){
2 proc.Command 1
3 ...
4 proc.Command n
5 }

Part 4: Commands

1 Send(Tuple, Predicate)
2
3 Receive(acceptFnc func(Attributes,Tuple) bool)
4
5 SendUpd(Tuple, Predicate, updFnc)
6
7 GSendUpd(Guard, Tuple, Predicate, updFnc)
8
9 Spawn(Process)

10
11 Call(Process)
12
13 WaitUntilTrue(Predicate)
14
15 Select(cases ...Case)
16
17 Case(Predicate, Action, Process)

Part 5: Predicates

1 Equals( , ), And( , ), Belong( , ), Not( ), etc ...

Fig. 3 The GoAt API

are parametric with respect to the infrastructure that mediates
their interactions and the programmer needs only to know the
registration address of components in the infrastructure. Cur-
rently, three types of infrastructures are supported, namely
Tree, Cluster, and Ring. The attribute environment of a com-
ponent is defined as a map from attribute identifiers to their
values. The attributes of a component can be retrieved and set
via the methods Comp(attribute) and Set(attribute, value),
respectively.

Example (step 6/7): In our example, we create a vertex as
follows:

environment := map[string]interface{}{"round": 0, "used": {}, ...}
agent := goat.NewTreeAgent("127.0.0.1:17000")//registration address
vertex := goat.NewComponent(agent, environment)

In Fig. 3, Part 2, the method Run is used to assign a
behaviour to aGoAt component and also to start its execution.
This method takes a process as an argument and executes it
within the scope of the current component. The code inside
the Runmethod represents the actual behaviour of a compo-
nent.

Example (step 7/7): In our example processes, processF,
processT, processD and processA are created inside the ver-
tex and they start executing as follows:

1 goat.NewProcess(vertex).Run(
2 func(proc ∗goat.Process) {
3 proc.Spawn(processF)
4 proc.Spawn(processT)
5 proc.Spawn(processD)
6 proc.Spawn(processA)
7 }
8 )

Processes processF, processT, processD, and processA
code will be detailed in Sect. 4.3.

The generic behaviour of a GoAt process is imple-
mented via a Go function as reported in Fig. 3, Part
3. This function takes a reference to a GoAt process
and executes its commands. Note that beside GoAt com-
mands, which will be explained later, the usual loop and
branching statements of Go can also be used. Furthermore,
in Fig. 3, Part 4, we define the available GoAt com-
mands. The main communication actions, send and receive,
are implemented via Send(Tuple, Predicate) and Receive
(acceptfunc(attr ∗ Attributes,msgTuple)bool)
methods. The send method communicates a tuple of values,
Tuple, to components whose attributes satisfy the predicate
Predicate. The receive method accepts a message and passes
it to a Boolean function that checks if it satisfies the receiv-
ing predicate of a component. We also provide two other
versions of the send action: a side-effect send SendUpd and
a guarded side-effect sendGSendUpd. The former has imme-
diate attribute updates once executed, and the latter can also
be guarded by a predicate Guard that blocks the execution
until the guard is satisfied.

Spawn dynamically creates a new process Process and
executes them in parallel with the main process at run-time,
while Call(Process) implements a process call. The aware-
ness operator, implemented via the method WaitUntilTrue
(Predicate), blocks the execution of a process until predi-
cate Predicate is satisfied. The method Select(cases ...Case)
is a non-deterministic selection of guarded processes. This
method takes a finite number of arguments of type Case,
each of which is composed of an action guarded by a
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predicate and a continuation process as shown in the syn-
tax of a case. When the guarding predicate of one branch
is satisfied, the method enables it and terminates other
branches. Finally, Part 5 shows some of the supported pred-
icates, i.e. Equals,And, Belong, and Not correspond to
=, ∧, ∈ and ¬, respectively. Other standard predicates
are also available. We use Receiver(a) in the sender
predicate to evaluate the predicate based on the value of
attribute a in the receiver side. For instance, Belong(
goat.Comp("id") , goat.Receiver("N")) is
equivalent to this.id ∈ N.

4.3 Case study: a distributed graph colouring

In this section, we show how to use the programming con-
structs of the GoAt API to program a distributed variant of
the graph colouring algorithm [24] presented in the running
example. We render the problem as a typical CAS scenario
where a collective of agents, executing the same code, collab-
orate to achieve a system-level goal without any centralised
control. To avoid verbosity, we omit all auxiliary functions,
but we comment on their behaviour.

Process F, reported below, proposes a colour. If a vertex
is not assigned a colour and the value of attribute send_try
is true, the process sends a try message to its neighbours
identifying them by the predicate Belong(goat.Comp("id"),
goat.Receiver("N")). The try message contains a try label,
the proposed colour, the current round, and the id of this ver-
tex. The proposed colour is the smallest colour that has not
yet been selected by neighbours (not in used). The func-
tion Evaluate(minColorNot,goat.Comp("used")) is used
to propose a colour. As side effects, the attribute colour is
assigned the new colour and the attribute send_try is set to
false.

1 func processF(proc ∗goat.Process) {
2 for {
3 proc.GSendUpd(goat.And(goat.Equals(goat.Comp("assigned"), false),

goat.Equals(goat.Comp("send_try"), true)), goat.NewTuple("try",
goat.Evaluate(minColorNot, goat.Comp("used")),
goat.Comp("round"), goat.Comp("id")),
goat.Belong(goat.Comp("id"), goat.Receiver("N")),

4 func(attr ∗goat.Attributes){
5 attr.Set("colour", minColorNot(attr.GetValue("used")))
6 attr.Set("send_try", false) })
7 }}

Process T deals with try-messages (“try", y, z, tid) as
mentioned before. If the current round equals the round
attached in the message z, then the received message has
been originated by another component performing the same
round of the algorithm and we have two cases (Lines 12-
19). The first case is executed when the id of the vertex is
greater than the id of the message tid, i.e. the sender has an
id smaller than the id of the receiver. In this case, the mes-
sage is ignored (there is no conflict), simply the counter of
received messages is incremented. In the second case, the

received colour is recorded to check the presence of con-
flicts. The value of y is added to constraints, and the counter
is incremented by 1. If z is greater than the current round, as in
(Lines 21-32), then the receivedmessage has been originated
by a component executing a successive round and two possi-
ble alternatives are considered (thisId > tid or thisId < tid).
In both cases, round is set to z, send_try and counter are
updated accordingly, and constraints is set to the value of y
if thisId < tid.

1 func processT(proc ∗goat.Process) {
2 for {
3 proc.Receive(func(attr ∗goat.Attributes, msg goat.Tuple) bool{
4 if msg.IsLong(4) && msg.Get(0) == "try" {
5 y := msg.Get(1)
6 z := msg.Get(2).(int)
7 tid := msg.Get(3).(int)
8
9 thisRound := attr.GetValue("round").(int)

10 thisId := attr.GetValue("id").(int)
11
12 if thisRound == z {
13 if thisId > tid {
14 attr.Set("counter", attr.GetValue("counter").(int) + 1)
15 return true
16 } else if thisId < tid {
17 attr.Set("counter", attr.GetValue("counter").(int) + 1)
18 attr.Set("constraints", add(attr.GetValue("constraints"), y))
19 return true
20 }
21 } else if thisRound < z {
22 if thisId > tid {
23 attr.Set("round", z)
24 attr.Set("send_try", true)
25 attr.Set("counter", 1)
26 attr.Set("constraints", goat.NewTuple())
27 return true
28 } else if thisId < tid {
29 attr.Set("round", z)
30 attr.Set("send_try", true)
31 attr.Set("counter", 1)
32 attr.Set("constraints", goat.NewTuple(y))
33 return true
34 }
35 }
36 }
37 return false
38 })}}

Process D, below, is used to receive done-messages of the
form (“done", y, z, tid) where y is the assigned colour, z is
the attached round, and tid is the sender id. These are sent
by components that have reached a final decision about their
colour. We have two cases: either the attribute round is < z
or ≥ z. In both cases, the used colour is registered in used
and the counter done is incremented. However, in the second
case, private attributes are updated to indicate the startup of
a new round (z).

1 func processD(proc ∗goat.Process) {
2 for {
3 proc.Receive(func(attr ∗goat.Attributes, msg goat.Tuple) bool{
4 if msg.IsLong(4) && msg.Get(0) == "done" {
5 if attr.GetValue("round").(int) < msg.Get(2).(int) {
6 attr.Set("round", msg.Get(2))
7 attr.Set("constraints", goat.NewTuple())
8 attr.Set("send_try", true)
9 attr.Set("counter", 0)

10 }
11 attr.Set("done", attr.GetValue("done").(int) + 1)
12 attr.Set("used", add(attr.GetValue("used"), msg.Get(1)))
13 return true
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Fig. 4 The GoAt plugin

14 } else {
15 return false
16 }})}}

Process A, reported below, is used to assign a final colour
to a vertex. It can only be executed when messages from
neighbours (which are not assigned colours) have been
received and no conflict has been found (i.e. the colour is
neither in used nor in constraints). When the above condi-
tions are satisfied, message (“done",
colour, round + 1, id) is sent to neighbours, the attribute
Assigned is set to true, and the process terminates.

1 func processA(proc ∗goat.Process) {
2 proc.GSendUpd(goat.Equals(goat.Evaluate(canAssign,

goat.Comp("counter"), goat.Comp("N"), goat.Comp("done"),
goat.Comp("colour"), goat.Comp("constraints"),
goat.Comp("used")), true), goat.NewTuple("done",
goat.Comp("colour"), goat.Evaluate(inc, goat.Comp("round")),
goat.Comp("id")), goat.Belong(goat.Comp("id"), goat.Receiver("N")),

3 func(attr ∗goat.Attributes){attr.Set("assigned", true)})
4 }

4.4 The eclipse plugin for GoAt

In this section, we would like to briefly comment on the
Eclipse plugin2 we have developed for GoAt. The main goal
of the GoAt plugin is to permit programming in a high-level
syntax (i.e. the syntax of the original calculus AbC).

This syntax can be then analysed via formal methods
by relying on the operational semantics of the AbC calcu-
lus. Once the code has been analysed, the GoAt plugin will
generate formally verifiable Go code because of the corre-
spondence results we prove in this article. In this article, we
focus on the implementation part and we will consider veri-
fication tools for future works.

Figure 4 shows the project explorer of a GoAt plugin
project. The source folder src consists of two main files:
the infrastructure file with .ginf extension and the system
file with .goat extension. The infrastructure file is used to
create an infrastructure which can be of three types: cluster,

2 https://github.com/giulio-garbi/goat-plugin.

ring, and tree.We also support local concurrency. The system
file contains the actual GoAt specifications and a reference
to the infrastructure that mediates the interaction between
GoAt components. Once these files are saved, the GoAt plu-
gin automatically generates Go code in the src-gen folder.
We plan to integrate, in the near future, formal tools and rely
on static analysis to inspect GoAt specifications before code
generation.

Below, we show how Process F in Sect. 4.3 would be
written using the Eclipse plugin. Clearly, the syntax is clean
and less verbose which helps the modellers to focus on the
problem they are trying to solve rather than worrying about
complicated syntactic constructions.

process F {
loop{
if(comp.send_try && !comp.assigned)
send{"try", minFeasibleColor(comp.used), comp.round,

comp.id}@(comp.id in receiver.N)[ comp.send_try := false,
comp.colour := minFeasibleColor(comp.used)];

}}

Other examples can be found in the WebPage of GoAt.
There, we also show how to program a complex and sophisti-
cated variant of thewell-known problem of StableAllocation
inContentDeliveryNetwork (CDN) [27] using theGoAt plu-
gin.We show that although our solution ismore open and less
restrictive, the complexity of our solution is still comparable
to the original one adopted by Akamai’s CDN, one of the
largest distributed systems available.

5 Performance evaluation

We compare the above-mentioned infrastructures by mod-
elling them in terms of a Continuous Time Markov Process
[32]. Note that we use Markov Processes to model and eval-
uate our infrastructures because it is very hard, or even
impossible, to perform statistical analyses of a real dis-
tributed systemwhen the number of participants is large, like
in the scenarios considered in this section. We do not have
enough computation resources to set up large infrastructures
and conduct the comparison. If we rely on small infrastruc-
tures, we would get subjective results. It is clear that the tree
would perform better in large settings, while the cluster per-
forms better in small ones. Thus, all results in this section
are based on stochastic simulation which anyway provides a
quality approximation of the actual performance of the GoAt
implementation.

The state of a process represents possible infrastructure
configurations, while the transitions (that are selected proba-
bilistically) are associated with events on messages.We have
three types of events: a new message sent by a component;
a message transmitted from a node to another in the infras-
tructure; a message locally handled by a node (i.e. removed
from an input/waiting queue). Each event is associated with
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Fig. 5 DP scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. delivery time for cluster, ring, and tree

Fig. 6 DP scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. message time gap for cluster, ring, and tree

a rate that is the parameter of the exponentially distributed
random variable governing the event duration. We developed
a simulator3 for performance evaluation.

Toperform the simulation,weneed tofix three parameters:
the component sending rate λs ; the infrastructure transmis-
sion rate λt ; and the handling rate λh . In all experiments,
we fix the following values: λs = 1.0, λt = 15.0, and
λh = 1000.0 and rely on kinetic Monte Carlo simulation
[33]. The infrastructure configurations are defined as follows:

– C[x, y], indicates a cluster with x nodes and y compo-
nents;

– R[x, y] indicates a ringwith x nodes each of which man-
ages y components;

– T [x, y, z] indicates a tree with x levels. Each node (but
the leafs) has y + z children: y nodes and z components.
A leaf node has z components.

We consider two scenarios: (1) Data Providers (DP):
In this scenario, only a fraction of components send data
messages that they, for example, acquire via sensors in the
environmentwhere they operate.An example could be aTraf-
fic Control System where data providers are devices located
in the city and data receivers are the vehicles travelling in
the area; (2) communication intensive (CI): This scenario is
used to estimate the performance when all components send
messages continuously at a fixed rate so that we can evaluate
situations of overloaded infrastructures. The former scenario
is more realistic for CAS.

We consider two measures: the average delivery time and
the averagemessage time gap. The first measure indicates the

3 https://bitbucket.org/Lazkany/abcsimulator.

time needed for a message to reach all components, while the
latter indicates the interval between two different messages
received by a single component. Data provider scenario (DP)

We consider configurationswith 31 server nodes 155, 310,
or 620 components and assume that only 10% of the compo-
nents is sending data. The average delivery time is reported in
Fig. 5, while the average message time gap (with confidence
intervals) is reported in Fig. 6. The tree structure offers the
best performance,while the cluster one is theworst.When the
cluster reaches an equilibrium (at time ∼ 2000), ∼ 90 time
units are needed to deliver a message to 155 components,
while the ring and the tree need only ∼ 25 and ∼ 10 time
units, respectively. The reason is that in the cluster all server
nodes share the same input queue, while in the tree and the
ring each server node has its own queue.We can also observe
that the performance of the ring in this scenario is close to
the one of the tree. Moreover, in the cluster, the performance
degrades when the number of components increases. This
does not happen for the tree and the ring. Finally, we can
observe that messages are delivered more frequently in the
ring (∼ 1.9 time units) and the tree (∼ 1.1 time units) than
in the cluster (∼ 5.5 time units) as reported in Fig. 6.
Communication intensive scenario (CI) We consider infras-
tructures composed by 155 components that continuously
send messages to all the others. Simulations are based on the
following configurations:

– Cluster-based: C[10, 155], C[20, 155] and C[31, 155];
– Ring-based: R[5, 31] and R[31, 5];
– Tree-based: T [5, 2, 5] and T [3, 5, 5].
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Fig. 7 CI scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. delivery time for cluster with 10/20/31 servers

Fig. 8 CI scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. message time gap for cluster with 10/20/31 servers

Fig. 9 CI scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. delivery time and avg. message time gap for ring with 5 and 31 servers

Figure 7 shows the average delivery time for a clus-
ter of 155 connected components and 10, 20 or 31 server
nodes.Clearly, when the cluster reaches an equilibrium (∼
2000), ∼ 800 time units are needed to deliver a message to
all components. We also observe that the number of server
nodes in the cluster has a minimal impact on this measure
because they all share the same input queue. The Average
Message Time Gap of the cluster, in Fig. 8, indicates that
in the long run a component receives a message every 6/5.5
time units even if the number of servers is increased from 10
to 31.

Better performance can be obtained for the ring infras-
tructure. In the first two plots of Fig. 9, we report the average
delivery time for the configurations R[5, 31] and R[31, 5].
The last plot compares the average message time gap of the
two configurations. In the first one, a message is delivered
to all the components in 350 time units, while in the second
one 250 time units are needed. This indicates that increas-
ing the number of nodes in the ring enhances performance.
This is because in the ring all nodes cooperate to deliver a
given message. Also the time gap decreases, i.e. a message
is received every 2.6 and 1.8 time units.

Figure 10 shows how the average delivery time changes
during the simulation for T [5, 2, 5] and T [3, 5, 5]. The two
configurations have exactly the same number of nodes (31)
with a different arrangement. The two configurations work
almost in the same way: a message is delivered to all the
components in about 120 time units. Clearly, the tree is 5-
time faster than the cluster and 2-time faster than the ring.
Moreover, in the tree-based approach, a message is delivered
to components every ∼ 1.1 time units as reported in Fig. 11.
This means that messages are constantly delivered after an
initial delay.

The summarised results of the infrastructures with 31
nodes when measuring the average delivery time for 155 and
310 connected components are reported in Fig. 12. These
results show that tree infrastructures offer the best perfor-
mance; cluster-based ones do notworkwell,while ring-based
ones are in between the two. Differences become clearer
when increasing the number of components from 155 to 310
(right side of Fig. 12).
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Fig. 10 CI scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. delivery time: tree/ T [5, 2, 5] and T [3, 5, 5]

Fig. 11 CI scenario: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. message time gap: tree/ T [5, 2, 5] and T [3, 5, 5]

Fig. 12 Summary: x-axis: simulation time and y-axis: avg. delivery time cluster/ring/tree (155/310 comp.)

6 Related work

In this section,we relate ourwork to existing ones in terms of:
collective formation, adaptation and distributed coordination
through total-order broadcast.

Several frameworks have been proposed to target the prob-
lem of collective (or ensemble) formation. These approaches
usually differ in the way they represent collectives and in
their generality. The SCEL language [19], proposed in the
ASCENS project [35], is a kernel language that has been
designed to support the programming of autonomic comput-
ing systems. This language relies on the notions of autonomic
components representing the collective members, and auto-
nomic component ensembles representing collectives. Each
component is equipped with an interface, consisting of a col-
lection of attributes, describing its features. Attributes are

used by components to dynamically organise themselves into
ensembles and as a way to select partners for interaction.
SCEL has inspired the development of the core calculus AbC
to study the impact of attribute-based communication. Com-
pared with SCEL, the knowledge representation in AbC is
abstract and is not designed for detailed reasoning during
the model evolution. This reflects the different objectives
of SCEL and AbC. While SCEL focuses on programming
issues, AbC concentrates on a minimal set of primitives to
study attribute-based communication.

DEECo [14] and Helena [25] adopt an architecture-based
approach to specify ensembles. In general, they impose
logical conditions on themembership of ensembles that com-
ponents have to satisfy. As opposed to GoAt, the ensemble is
a first class entity in these languages, while inGoAt ensemble
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are logical entities implied by the run-time status of compo-
nents and the interaction predicates.

JULIA [13] is also architecture based and achieves adap-
tation by defining systems that can adapt their configurations
with respect to contextual conditions. System components
manipulate their internal structure by adding, removing, or
modifying connectors. However, in this approach interaction
is still based on explicit connectors. In GoAt predefined con-
nections simply do not exist, and we do not assume a specific
architecture or containment relations between components.

Furthermore, Context Oriented Programming [22] pro-
vides linguistic primitives is to define context-dependent
behavioural variations. These variations are expressed as par-
tial definitions of modules that can be overridden at run-time
to adapt to contextual information. They can be grouped via
layers to be activated or deactivated together dynamically.
These layers can be also composed according to some scop-
ing constructs. Our approach is different in that components
adapt their behaviour by considering the run-time changes
of the values of their attributes which might be triggered by
either contextual conditions or by local interaction.

Other approaches that target similar problems revolve
around team formation [30]. However, these approaches are
usually developed for a specific purpose and thus have limited
reusability. A more general and reusable framework, named
RMASBench [26], was proposed for multi-agent coordi-
nation. Its main focus is on benchmarking of distributed
constraints optimisation algorithms used within this frame-
work to resolve team formation of agents.

Regarding total-order broadcast protocols, we would like
to mention (1) the fixed sequencer approach [18], (2) the
moving sequencer approach [16], and (3) the privilege-based
approach [17]. The first approach is centralised and relies on
a single sequencer of messages. We can consider the clus-
ter infrastructure as a natural generalisation of this approach
where instead of a single server, many servers collaborate
to deliver messages. The second approach is similar to the
ring infrastructure with the only exception that the role of
the sequencer is transferred between the ring servers. This is
achieved by circulating a specific token between ring servers.
However, the liveness of this approach depends on the token
and fairness is hard to achieve if one server has a larger num-
ber of senders than the other servers. The third approach relies
on consensus between components to establish a total order.
As mentioned before, consensus-based approaches are not
suitable for open systems and they cannot deal with compo-
nent failures.

7 Concluding remarks and future works

We proposed a distributed coordination infrastructure for the
AbC calculus, and we proved its correctness. We developed

a corresponding programming API, named GoAt, to exploit
the main interaction primitives of the AbC calculus directly
in Go. The actual implementation of the API fully relies on
the formal semantics ofAbC and is parametricwith respect to
the coordination infrastructure that manages the interaction
between components. We used the GoAt API to program a
distributed variant of the graph colouring problem and com-
mented about the simplicity of its use. We evaluated the
performance of the proposed infrastructure with respect to
others. The results showed that our infrastructure exhibits a
good performance. We also developed an Eclipse plugin for
GoAt to permit programming in a high-level syntax which is
less verbose and helps programmers to focus on the problem
they want to solve rather than worrying about complicated
syntactic constructions.

We consider the tools that we have developed so far as
a starting point for integrating formal tools that analyse the
GoAt plugin code and ensure that it satisfies specific prop-
erties before code generation. We also plan to enhance the
implementation of our infrastructures by considering fairness
and reliability issues. We also want to consider the challeng-
ing problem of verifying collective properties of GoAt code.
As a step in this direction, we developed the ReCiPe frame-
work [10] (a symbolic representation of AbC specifications)
and we extended LTL to be able to specify collective prop-
erties.
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